After a while, learning and development strategies often get blurry. Uncertainties, disturbances and upheavals are caused by the “spooky” digitalization. Feeling coerced to be a part of it leads to thoughtless and hasty decisions and changes which do not serve a comprehensive mutual alignment. With that, the focus on the big picture has been lost.
The Learning LAB’s strategical workshop has been a highly successful start for building our digital learning landscape. Canudo has created a very interactive atmosphere through a well-coordinated agenda and by using different methods which enabled us to think about all important aspects and to sharpen our focus. It has been enormously helpful for us and we highly recommend it. We are looking forward to continue working together.” (Nina Schwarz, Vossloh AG)

In the Learning LAB, you take a step back with us, view the big picture and, from that angle, develop a clear vision of future learning. Contact us!